12th November 2018

"You will continue to suffer if you have an emotional reaction to everything that is said
to you. True power is sitting back and observing everything with logic. If words control
you that means everyone else can control you. Breathe and allow things to pass."
Bruce Lee
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---------------------------------------------------Andrew Smith shared a live video.
12th November 2018 at 23:03
DisclosureFest
12th November 2018 at 04:44 · Washington, United States
Next Speaker… Laura Eisenhower
Link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2036493949975606
---------------------Brant Hunt
Eisenhower you got to be kidding me he was involved in the deaths of German soldiers
after the war and round them up and they died in the fields with no protection from the
weather. Read the book by James Bacque called Other Losses!
He allow the Communist to take over almost all of eastern Europe!! Force those who
sought freedom in the West shipped back to Soviet Union!! She is a shill!!
---------------------Arthur Cristian
Laura E is a massive intel operative.
----------------------

Andrew Smith
Does anyone here actually know her personally? Or only by hearsay?
---------------------Brant Hunt
No I do not know her but her father did many evil things and I know that he rose from a
nobody that is her father in the military ranks. I would sense why is she suddenly
speaking to those who follow Mark Passio? Which Mark Passio has no remedy either!
The Constitution which he refers too has nothing to do with the common people! It was
for the bloodlines! It is to lead people astray as most are!! Why do you not look into
Raymond Karczewski? Most are not willing to get out of the system since they preach
some time of Utopia to lead people astray! As you listen to her she is speaking about
Eisenhower as though he was not involve in the power structure that is bullshit!!
Eisenhower was one of the worst presidents this country has ever had along with the
Roosevelts and W Wilson who alow the banking systems and to get us involved in
World War one and two!! Stop worshiping these people!!
---------------------Andrew Smith
I've talked with her personally, several times, including there in DC on Sunday.
Photo:
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1944535095627665&set=p.194453509562
7665&type=3&theater&ifg=1
---------------------Arthur Cristian
WAKE UP ANDREW - THE GREATEST LIES AND LIARS ARE THE ONES CLOSEST
TO THE TRUTH. SHE HAS NO REMEDY THAT GETS MAN OUT OF "THE SYSTEM"
IN THIS LIFE NEVER TO RETURN.
Talking to them every day, face to face, does not mean that they have not sold out.
She was routed out by us many years ago. What she offers will only keep you and your
children trapped in "The System" (CULT).
You are currently in and of a cult seeking a cult to get you out of a cult.

The remedy is NO CULT = "NO "SYSTEM".
The true path is not following anyone, anywhere, anytime and to do so means you still
have a deeply broken will.
Kindom is not a cult.
Kindom is all about the co-creation and expansion of undefined MAN'S living (live in)
soul and no one around you, ever, can create a soul for you or for your children or for
your partner, etc.
---------------------Arthur Cristian
Definitions form the fantasies of perceived realities = CULTS. .
---------------------Arthur Cristian
Laura is in your head where all the occultists messing with your real life have been
since you appeared in the womb.
The true path IS NOT IN YOUR HEAD.
Passing full-responsibility over to others for you to have your freedom, consciousness,
abundance, joy, peace, etc, in your (this) life is to be a FOOL.
---------------------Andrew Smith
Totally got you on the cults, and following anyone. Been there, done that, and moved
on. There's no one who can claim authority or control of another, for we are mighty
energetic eternal spiritual beings with dignity, direction, and purpose. And severe
amnesia about these truths.
---------------------Arthur Cristian
If, that's if you truly remember who you really are and are living (live in) the dream of
life you hold (created) that is "your" undefined soul.
The soul has NOTHING to do with definitions = alphabets and whatever comes out of
them.

Defining freedom is to lead you on the path of freedom = CULT.
Defining consciousness (all in your head) is to lead you on the path of consciousness =
CULT.
etc
etc
etc
Imagining freedom that was defined to/for you is to be truly lost forevermore in a
horrific psycho "state" of fantasy.
---------------------Andrew Smith
Ok, I can take that, as I have been able to hear the words of another, and weigh it as of
value, without taking offense. Couple of things though... Consciousness is certainly not
confined to the head, as that is limited and certainly not free. Consciousness is directly
connected to source and only reduced by the words and letters and habits and
conditioning of this life. Certainly there are many layers to the unravelling of the
System or matrix which we as eternal souls have willing put ourselves under to
develop our full potential as eternal spiritual beings
---------------------Arthur Cristian
Andy, this is brainwashing bullshit at its best bro (no offence intended)....
"Consciousness is directly connected to source and only reduced by the words and
letters and habits and conditioning of this life. Certainly there are many layers to the
unravelling of the System or matrix which we as eternal souls have willing put
ourselves under to develop our full potential as eternal spiritual beings".
You are just mimicking what was put in your head by another.
Where can innocent children not exposed to the CULT ("The System") go anywhere in
nature to learn all about this without another MAN already brainwashed (defined)
having to explain all this to them?
"Hello SOURCE, please come forward".
"Hello Source, please talk to me".

100 years later we are still waiting for source to come forward.......
and now with megaphone......
"Hello Source, is there anyone there?"
Please don't tell us that only a MAN can come forward to act as "source".
---------------------Andrew Smith
Well, I am intrigued. Part of my understanding comes from my reading of the Anastasia
material, and she is one of the first ones to give me the idea of this connection. Of
course even this material is coming through a lens, a filter. So you don't believe we
have a connection through nature?
BTW, was certainly not implying that source is a man, lol
---------------------Arthur Cristian
Watch out for apathy, denial and FANTASY.
Defining source was put in place to have you believe that you are infallible when in
fact, you are fallible and have always been fallible because you have free will to dream
your eternal suicide (death) to the undefined soul in this life, which you do when you
are lost in the imagining of fantasy being reality.
This is as sinister as it gets, the occults that is.
Anything in 3rd party is FAKE Andrew.
ONLY MAN exists.
It is and has always been MAN to every experience MAN experiences.
All thoughts are to MAN as are all dreams, stories, explanations, etc, are to MAN.
Bring forward an experience without MAN being a party to that experience.
It is impossible to do.
The Ringing Cedars (RC) was MAN made and all RC experiences are to MAN of MAN.

No matter what the image, it is MAN to the experience conveying the storytelling
contained in that image, be it "God", "supreme being", "source", "reptilian
shapeshifters", "satan", "UFO'S, "aliens", "consciousness", "truth", etc, etc, etc..........
---------------------Andrew Smith
@ Arthur Cristian, RC being Ringing Cedars?
---------------------Arthur Cristian
Yes
---------------------Andrew Smith
Nevertheless, I have respect for those that are attempting to remind others of their own
power.
---------------------Arthur Cristian
The New World Order (NWO) is this.
They (rats) are reminded of their power that's only used/exercised in a CULT and is
being manipulated by pied pipers (Laura and co) to lead the rats of the cult from one
cult enclosure into a "green", "eco-friendly", "all is one", "cashless", "quota" system of
another CULT where all the rats remain answerable to another "elevated" (underneath
another) MAN, a "Good Guy" "Pied Piper" who are part of an earth wide federation of
pied pipers protecting all the rats from the "bad guys" who all come from the same
fraternities, societies, brotherhoods, etc, as the "good guys".
Though it looks a rosy, heavenly paradise, THE NWO CULT IS ALL FAKE.
Meddling with MAN'S nature is just that = disturbing MAN'S nature.
Occultists are just MAN inside your head disturbing your (MAN'S) nature.
Everyone in "The System" (cult) have had their true nature DISTURBED.
----------------------

Brant Hunt
Occultist are using the words in their alphabet language to deceive us too! All
definitions are third party meaning they take us in the real world and put us in a
fantasy!
---------------------Andrew Smith
Ok, I'm beginning to understand your point... Would you say truth, and freedom from
cult, must be either from deep within, or from nature?
---------------------Arthur Cristian
And while MAN'S true nature is disturbed, the confusion, discombobulation and
mesmerisation that forms the fantasy of MAN'S disturbed nature will be used against
MAN by occultists to manipulate MAN so that they can have complete power and
control over the disturbed nature of MAN and without any sense of detection of the
occultists sleight of hand being used against them,......... ALWAYS.
---------------------Brant Hunt
@ Arthur Cristian
Yes because we do not know who we truly are and forgotten and they take advantage
of this because we are lost!
Unless we spent time in nature with our senses is the only way that can lead to
knowing who we truly are. That is why everything that is man made is similar to nature
but is not nature! That is why we are led down the wrong path! It is a fantasy as Arthur
speaks about! And yet the definitions are only words on paper to again to deceive us.
Nature itself helps us get back to our real self! When we first set foot into nature we
have no problem but we were told that we were not capable of understanding which
led to our fall
As a child!
----------------------

Arthur Cristian
NATURE IS MAN - there has never been any separation.
NATURE IS MAN'S UNDEFINED CONSCIOUSNESS.
---------------------Brant Hunt
@ Arthur Cristian
Correct that is why they want us away from the land and always busy making money in
their world
---------------------Arthur Cristian
Bring forward NATURE without MAN being a party to NATURE.
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO DO.
---------------------Brant Hunt
Because we are using our energy to manifest their world
We have been hijacked
---------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Brant Hunt
Exactly, through imagining definitions as being (the fantasy of MAN'S) reality = MAN'S
NATURE, now disturbed.
---------------------Brant Hunt
This also makes sense why they wanted to indoctrinate us with their education to
create the alphabet so that we would use our energy for their world. Before education
there was man on the land and after industrial revolution this all change because man
went to the cities!

---------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Brant Hunt
The intention was for MAN to commit spiritual suicide = DISTURBED NATURE.
---------------------Andrew Smith
Well, I'm doing what I can to develop a kins domain, unplug, and get reconnected with
nature... and I certainly have no interest in wasting time with anything other than
optimal truth, inspiration, and love... Certainly no more systems, cults, or rabbit holes
---------------------Brant Hunt
@ Arthur Cristian
Yes and we are doing that all around us since people are destroying earth for a pay
check
Money is illusion
---------------------Andrew Smith
A start
Image: https://scontent.fsyd3-1.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.09/46291548_1944751315606043_3935202482891784192_n.jpg?_nc_cat=111&_nc_ht
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Then is there no one that has... the optimal view, without illusion, filter, or lens?
----------------------

Arthur Cristian
This is DISTURBED NATURE
https://www.facebook.com/disclosurefest/?__tn__=%2CdkCH-RR&eid=ARDhRbM28WkO0X5JfRbhbRdeO2e_LlMInXfAG_Yxp3U9PSiuKreWLaAfEKfl
uaX1JTNU43eDWRe7jZHq&hc_ref=ART3Rr5S_b05SvNEcbK6ucB6GME7LmYNHAA
RPp5PZSQAWEP6z8fuVhWj87EGeA-zo3k&hc_location=group
It is full of disturbed nature (MAN). :)
A CULT consists ONLY of DISTURBED NATURE (MAN).
---------------------Brant Hunt
Which is what we are today we are divided and not whole
---------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Brant Hunt
And only between the ears (so to speak), the divided that is, a fantasy we imagine is
reality.
---------------------Brant Hunt
That is how they divided us by their alphabet words on paper third person per se
The mind
---------------------Arthur Cristian
The mind = FANTASY
"THE SYSTEM" is a MENTAL ASYLUM full of PSYCHOPATHS.
----------------------

Brant Hunt
It is brilliant what they have done they have corrupted us to work in their world to
produce a fantasy so that we believe in this fantasy and we are forever lost
---------------------Arthur Cristian
= DISTURBED MAN (NATURE).
---------------------Brant Hunt
I watch a video of people in the Amazon as they are consider indigenous people who
use spears and they are in fear themselves.
Yes we are truly insane as we do damage to the earth and ourselves . We are the blind
With words we speak death! We are the destroyers we are mad!
There are no saviours out there, we are our own saviour with taking responsibility for
what we do!
Everything out their is to entertain us to not look for the truth
This indeed a stage and we who are not aware are being manipulated in so many
ways we have no idea!
I know that when I am in nature and hearing the birds and the wind around me I am
grateful to be in that space! Because I am there in the present!!
That is the gift!
---------------------Andrew Smith
@ Brant Hunt
So even those not in the System, and entirely in nature are in the illusion of fear? So
what is the answer there?
----------------------

Arthur Cristian
Video
Part of "Out You Scum" - not made yet, maybe never.
12 minutes 40 seconds
Go here to watch the video:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2036493949975606
---------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Andrew Smith
Only if they had been coveted by another MAN, meaning another MAN'S will power
was used to direct images of another MAN'S dreams directly between the ears of
another with the intention to dominate that MAN with images/dreams not created by
that MAN - though the victim believes he/she created that dream/image = the occultists
sleight of hand.
There is no soul there.
The victim did not create that dream through direct sensory experiences (the senses)
with nature.
The victim has now created a dream of fantasy and not one of reality (so to speak).
"Out You Scum" continued......
24 minutes 16 seconds
Go here to watch the video:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2036493949975606
---------------------Andrew Smith
@ Arthur Cristian
I get this. What you call good heart, I understand as essence, that which we bring into
the world direct from the creator, unsullied as yet by the system. And that we all bear
responsibility for the contamination and obfuscation of that reality. I've watched that

happen with myself and my six kids, in spite of the best of intentions... But isn't it
possible, at this point, as one breaks free, layer by layer, to use that enveloping....false
personality, shall we say as the food for acorn essence of ourselves to grow into the
mighty oak we were always intending to become?
And a world run by psychopaths...got that too. Had personal experience with a few,
and their gaslighting
---------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Andrew Smith
Yes, if you can get past all the doubt and uncertainty and are creating an undefined
living dream of MAN'S magnificent life, the soul.
The soul can only be created through the senses.
All alphabet thoughts/dreams in your head can only create a fantasy of a MAN/soul =
the trap that is the cult of "The System" = the DEAD (at law) = the rule of disturbed
nature. controlling the kidnapped vessel for the whole of its lifetime (so to speak).
---------------------Andrew Smith
So if one can let go of the programs (life trauma has a way of hitting that reset, I've
found), what is the best way to avoid programming altogether, and restart self creation
in new found freedom?
---------------------Arthur Cristian
Creating a living (live in the) dream of MAN'S life that is undefined. Ignore the
alphabets (trauma) that compels the fake persona which you do when you are
dreaming through your undefined senses and therefore have taken back full control of
the helm of your vessel.
The fantasy is the occultists in control of the vessel.
To have .01c or letter a or number 1 in your head is already the proof that another
MAN is already in your head and if you are re-act-in-g to these dreams then you are
already being coveted by occultists and if you perform the actions of the "reactions"

already is the evidence of having a broken will and that your vessel is being dominated
by occultists (another MAN).
The .01c is another MAN in your head (so to speak).
True power is all in the intention - you have to have a much bigger picture/dream of life
so that you are always conscious of the influences coming out of alphabets because if
you are not, you remain unconscious (the blind spots) of the domination (the
influences) over the helm of your vessel and the directions your vessel is sailing.
You have to take back full-control of the helm and lead your vessel where you dream
for it to be even though you are still immersed in alphabets "all-the-time" (so to speak).
:)
---------------------Andrew Smith
I've been through a number of teachings, religious beliefs, and even spiritual paths, t
that I feel like I've successfully left behind most of... Beginning to trust more and more
now on my own direct perception and experience, and less and less on "words", no
matter how profound.. again, looking to cut through bullshit, and get to Essence
---------------------Arthur Cristian
Essense = TRUTH
---------------------Andrew Smith
More intuition and inspiration, and experience, than dogma and "knowledge"
Yes! Such a precious commodity in this bullshit system!
---------------------Arthur Cristian
You will "know" (sense) you are on the true path when you are NOT following anyone,
anywhere, anytime.
----------------------

Andrew Smith
Yes! But we do have fellowship on this path, no?
---------------------Arthur Cristian
When we are on the true path (non-disturbed-nature) we are already co-creating the
living dream of MAN'S life with each other.
We don't have to lead anyone there.
A cub already has everything of the mum and dad bear built into it - the cub just follows
the living (live in the dream of bear) example of what it is to be a bear.
The cub has never been educated, before, during or after.
It was always built in, undefined.
---------------------Andrew Smith
Fellow travelers, illusion Buster's, lol?
---------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Andrew Smith
Forget the "self"as its more of the bullshit but we do sense where you are coming from
(what you mean/intend). :)
---------------------Andrew Smith
Well, I do get the sense of a Self, that is not of words, letters, numbers, alphabet...the
still, small voice that is ordinarily drowned out by the cacophony of the bullshit self
---------------------Arthur Cristian
Do you have to jump 10 feet across a room to grab your next breath?
Of course not.

It's already there and there and there and there where it has always been.
Truth has never abandoned you.
It is MAN abandoning MAN'S truth.
The sun is always shining and nature keeps providing abundance even though MAN
has turned against MAN'S true MAGNIFICENT NATURE to disturb it which we do
through fantasy, illusion and delusion.
---------------------Arthur Cristian
continued "Out You Scum" - another take...
23 minutes 58 seconds
Go here to watch this video:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2036493949975606
---------------------Arthur Cristian
We destroy the very thing we are = SUICIDE.
Confusions and distractions are just the symptoms of doubt and uncertainty buried
deep that's now playing out in everyday lives in the fake "System" of reality. The good
heart has been forsaken for the lie of going against the good heart. The confusion, etc,
is the doubt and uncertainty, the broken will, we have with the "good heart". The whole
of "The System" is MAN'S broken will being played out on the stage of MAN'S
disturbed nature.
---------------------Andrew Smith
Watching your video now, and understand where you're coming from... My family lost
home and land which we built up and poured heart and sweat equity into... All the
organic gardens, fruit trees, berries, bearing beautifully after 30-40 years of labor, and
rebuilt several homes for family... All gone, and previous friends, (with now obsolete
beliefs) all departed. Again, ready for reset, but older, lol. Opportunity for bitterness, or
rebirth...

---------------------Andrew Smith
@ Arthur Cristian
Are you aware of the efforts of an alliance to take down the Cabal crime syndicate,
especially here in America?
---------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Andrew Smith
Yep, led by the very scum who want to take down the very scum leaving behind the
same scum to run "The System" of the scum for the scum. :)
---------------------Andrew Smith
But there are psychopaths, and there are just those of us that were stupid enough to
follow them and their system, right? I mean, psychopaths, maybe 4%, in the West, and
then that leaves most as basically innocent (I don't say victim either)
---------------------Arthur Cristian
Out You Scum continued......
16 minutes 17 seconds
Go here to watch this video:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2036493949975606
---------------------Arthur Cristian
"Out You Scum" continued.......
13 minutes 44 seconds
Go here to watch this video:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2036493949975606

---------------------Brant Hunt
@ Andrew Smith
We are responsible for what is going on even thought we were fooled . We must man
up!!!
---------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Andrew Smith
Conscious or not, to be in "The System" is to already be a psychopath.
---------------------Brant Hunt
Because we are hurting other people and the animals!
---------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Brant Hunt
And who we really are too, notwithstanding all of nature.
---------------------Brant Hunt
That is the reason why the politicians always are speaking of the rule of law when in
reality they claim that there would be chaos. It is a way to use fear to keep us inline!
---------------------Brant Hunt
Thank you for sharing!!
---------------------Brant Hunt

That is why lawyers can throw you in jail and yet later on they can get you out of jail if
you got the money or someone to bail you out!! It shows how ridiculous the system is!!!
---------------------Arthur Cristian
When you are following the alphabet storytelling scripts streaming from between the
ears you are most definitely on the path of a cult already mapped out by others for you
to follow. This includes health, family, location, consciousness, freedom, career,
interests, lifestyles, etc, none of which is of your undefined soul - THERE IS NO SOUL
THERE.
The above is very different to when, and if ever, you are inspired through your*** (so to
speak) senses to do whatever you are doing from one instance of life to the next and
always being in the moment without alphabet thoughts of the past or the future
influencing you, the cult of many cults. [*** There really is no your, ours, mine, own, "i",
me", etc, existing = all are fantasy. The self does not exist - they are all definitions
forming fantasies of perceived realities.]
The living dream of MAN'S life is undefined - there is no cage there where prisoners
are trapped following scripts of definitions ---> the past projected into the future to
control the present = MAN'S DISTURBED NATURE.
Whatever is defining you and your perceptions of reality IS ALL FAKE.
When we reference self, talk for self on behalf of self and are really believing it, is
already clear admittance to being psychotic.
When MAN goes against the undefined good heart, the MAN already has a broken will.
It is from this broken will (the shattered reality of fantasy) with the undefined good heart
that a self is born (registered as the birth certificate = the all see in g eye/"i") through
the "spelling" of alphabet images/"words" and from there, arises from the dead to take
complete control over the helm of the vessel for a whole lifetime (so to speak).
The "self" is a shipmate under the leadership of pirates (occultists) who orchestrated
the invasion and boarding of the victim's vessel. On top of the crows-nest on the mast
is the flapping skull and bones flag of the pirates. The mast is the mask of the
domination of the occultists over the vessel which the victim does not detect.
The sails rigged off the mast is domination - they are the harnessing of power for the
vessel for the exclusivity and privileges of the occultists who gain all the rewards of

hard labour performed by their slaves, their vessels under their complete power and
control.
The vessel now sails (heads as in the head) on the seas of alphabet words,
preconceived and predetermined by the pirates. The undefined soul has been ignored
(in the background, usually deep down in the gully, its gagged, hooded, hog tied, etc so to speak), and from there, is booted out from having complete control over the helm
of its vessel.
The dead are lost to fantasy.
The dead to SENSE are completely lost to the definitions forming the fantasies of
perceived realities = the defining of "self" and living for "self" under "NAME".
The dead are imagining definitions as being reality - this is why they reference "self"
and talk on behalf of "self", the e-go, person, strawman, agent in commerce, etc.
The "self" talks about its freedom, its consciousness, its life, its reality, its family, etc,
BUT IT IS ALL FAKE. There is NOTHING real there. This psychotic shit goes on all the
"time" in Fakebook, YouTube and all other media in "The System", alternative or not.
They all remain lost with no way out of slavery in this life.
The whole of "The System" is only filled with broken wills.
The temptation, seduction and persuasion of another MAN is already inside the
confused MAN'S head (now DISTURBED-NATURE) where the undefined dream of
MAN'S life was meant to be held in focus.
The occultists get inside your head with their defined alphabet definitions because the
main senses (particularly the pineal gland) are located at/in the head - (so to speak generally speaking) and, when you are confused by the definitions running through
your head, you no longer sense what is coming through the undefined senses. The
undefined pineal gland has severely been disturbed by definitions, including all the
chemicals and poisons and toxins streaming out of the occultists alchemy, as in
fluoride,, chlorine, vaccinations, etc.
You ignore the good heart and this is the disturbed nature that allows you to be a harm
doer, to drive a car, to live in a toxic house, to destroy nature all around you, to lie,
cheat, covet, claim ownership, trample over brothers and sisters to have what you
claim you own. This includes wearing clothes (we create all the weather too).
These are all the symptoms of MAN'S disturbed nature that disturbs nature (MAN'S
NATURE), as can be seen all across earth.

This accepted POWER over the MAN IS THE RULE OF LAW and this MAN-MADE
DREAM TO COVET AND DOMINATE ANOTHER MAN compels those who now have
a broken will to go (pull) against the undefined living (live in) consciousness (dream) of
the good heart that was meant to be held in focus between the ears (so to speak) and
therefore there is no soul there because the fallen-MAN is not holding the undefined
living dream of their unique and original lives, the undefined soul.
They are no longer conscious of the bigger picture as their sails fill with the strong wind
of the pirates' definitions rather than undefined consciousness, their masts bowing
under the immense pressure, the wind, of their obligations to their masters' rule of law
as they come home weary after a day of slaving.
The dumbest of all of fallen MAN are the occultists themselves and all their
lackeys/intel-operatives, because these crewmen are too dumb and stupid to
see/SENSE that they are already complacently sailing their vessels on the path of
committing suicide to their undefined soul IN THIS LIFE. The more intellectually
brighter they are the dumber, more stupid and more reckless they become.
They have no conscience and are completely lost in the fantasy of all the definitions
that form the lie that is used to misuse the good heart and is held between the ears as
fake dreams that will only cause extinction to them and all around them IN THIS LIFE.
All occultists are following scripts preconceived and predetermined by occultic
predecessors (MAN).
They are not holding the undefined, living dream of the good heart they were all meant
to create uniquely - they are holding a defined fantasy, an illusion, of the good heart
where their vessels still have access to the good heart but it is not being used to imbue
the WHOLE CREATION of an undefined living soul, the undefined MAN, leaving the
occultists lost in delusions of grandeur, the fake "self" lost in a cult of many cults.
They have lost the ability to focus on the big picture of the undefined dream of life,
instead focusing on the big picture mysteries of the occults that have all been defined
to them. These ship mates were not raised by nature - they were raised by bullshit
instead.
They have already been dominated by another MAN and all have broken wills and are
compelled to follow their dominated, fallible path that is covered up with the fairy floss
of alphabet fantasies that they tell each other, making out that they have fantorgasmic
futures as gods of far off galaxies (wonderlands filled with occultic mysteries) when
they have nothing and nowhere to go.

The illusion of the enormity of their power over the slave system beneath them does
not translate to the afterlife they imagine. All the luxuries, privileges and exclusivity
awarded to them in "The System" is imaginary, fake and they are setting up their lives
to meet the eternity of nothing that is death for those who chooses extinction over
eternal life, the undefined soul. Their disturbed nature has already destroyed them and
has them continue on the path of extinction in this life, dragging others with them.
The moment these lies are dreamt, they are already extinct because the undefined
soul has been aborted from their vessel and they are nothing and have nowhere to go
as part of undefined reality. There is no living (live in) consciousness held in focus. All
they can do is destroy reality (their vessel) and be destroyed in each and every
instance they hold the lie as the truth of their reality, along with all those who are lost
with them.
The occultists are lost in placebo effects of the illusion of their power that makes them
think they are infallible making them forget that they already are of disturbed nature
and are fallible and are disturbing nature with their shattered dreams, shattering the
wholeness of MAN'S undefined consciousness, the good heart, all around them. The
big picture of reality has been forsaken. They love the big picture of fantasy more.
A conscious MAN does not have a disturbed nature because a conscious MAN is the
wholeness of nature, does not disturb nature and does not do harm. The wholeness of
nature is the BIG PICTURE of MAN'S living dream of life held in focus which can
ONLY happen when children are brought up by undisturbed nature with no other MAN
inside their heads defining what they sense of reality around them.
All those on the false freedom, consciousness, "all is one", guru path support the rule
of law because it is the rule of law that gives them the complete blueprint of their fake
persona "self"-centered in their status and the trinkets that support their status of "self"
for "self" (what's in it for "me") because the rule of law is the occults of disturbed nature
that is the slave system of all those fake "self's" trapped in the occults serving "self" for
"self".
It's my consciousness, my path to the next life, my New Earth, my freedom, my land,
my home, my money, my rights, my opinion, my truth, my sovereignty. All of it is fake
because it is all about the fake "self".
This is why the Love For Life insights that we share about this "self" obsession and
how the inculcation of the occults really work are so heavily blocked in "alternative" and
mainstream media, Facebook, internet, YouTube, etc, because all social media,
alternative movements, etc, are all of the rule of law because the rule of law is a

preconceived, predetermined script of "self" for "self" to perform and is MAN'S
disturbed nature believing that the imagining of "self" is real when it is ONLY the dream
of another MAN to covet every child appearing in the womb and dominate them all, to
be in another MAN'S head, and the occultists worship this disturbed nature.
Who wrote the story of Superman for everyone to believe in and perform? Who wrote
the story of "The System" for everyone to believe in and perform?
When we serve "self" we need the rule of law because it is the "self" that claims
ownership that needs the rule of law to protect that ownership. Everyone still trapped
by the "self" defaults to "The System" because they need the rule of law for them to
play out this game of "self" as victim to the "self" and the "selfs" of those around.
To perform the "self" of Superman, a child needs the "self" of Metropolis and the "self"
of Lex Luther and all the other "bad guys" to bring the "self" of Superman to life in a
performance of "self" obsession.
Without Metropolis and Lex Luther to bounce off, and everything else of the big picture
of Superman, the "self" of Superman cannot come "alive" and be performed in the
child's imagining. For the "self" of Superman to come alive, the child has to keep
defaulting to the big picture story (his-story/her-story) of superman where Lex Luther,
and Metropolis are located, for the child's Superman to be brought forth from the dead
of fantasy/fiction and be performed on the stage of the fantasy of Superman. The same
with Alice in Wonderland, Batman, etc.
Our "selfs" need the backdrop, scenery and props of "The System" in order to perform
as the "self". Without "The System", our "selfs" have nothing to bounce off. Everyone
trapped in the "self" obsession of their freedom keeps bouncing off "The System"
because the freedom of their "self" only pretends to exist in the fantasy of "The
System". They are not already living and being the undefined freedom outside "The
System".
Without the rule of law of Superman, there would be no "self" of Superman for the child
to perform because everyone needs to agree to play the part of their "self", to be of the
agreement of the cast performing on stage because it is all staged and without the
other characters on stage, the child would be left alone in the Superman costume. The
rule of law binds everyone to the cast because everyone is under the cast, the shadow,
of the rule of law to perform the scripts of the characters of the "selfs" that were defined
for each of them, overseen by the rule of law and administered by the directors,
producers, writers, etc.

The story of Superman was preconceived and predetermined before the child
appeared in the womb. This is why Fakebook is full of self-obsession where everyone
bounces off the "sefl" of other people's fake freedom that was defined for them before
they appeared in the womb with none of them practising being outside "The System"
here and now.
Their gardens are in "The System", their discussions are in "The System", their
religions with my Jesus, my Buddha, my Allah are all in "The System".
"The System" is full of men and women practising being in "The System" every day.
None of them are practising true freedom, consciousness and walking away from "The
System" in this life. No matter what sentiments of the good heart they express, they
are all defaulting to "The System" under proxy because they all have broken wills that
have them perform the fake fairytale of "The System", the "self" under "name",
predetermined and preconceived for all of them. They are all completely lost.
Under the fantasy of the "Commonwealth of Australia", the "self" is of "The Crown"
because it is privatised, a split of fantasy from undefined reality embalmed with a fake
"self', the WORD, hence why the "NAME" of the word is privatised.
The "self" that is the "Commonwealth of Australia" is owned and copyrighted under the
"self" of "The Crown", the administrators of the originator of the dream of "The System"
where the "self" of the "Commonwealth of Australia" and the "selfs" of all the citizens of
the "Commonwealth of Australia" are bouncing off the performance of the "self" of
each other, by default and proxy, under the scripts of the rule of law of "The Crown"
overseeing (over the seas, the vessels sailing on the seas of the "Commonwealth of
Australia") the rule of law (the scripts) of the "self" of many "selfs".
Without "The Crown" and its rule of law, there would be no BIG-PICTURE fairytale and
no preconceived and predetermined scripts for anyone to enter "The System" and
perform a fake "self" for a whole lifetime. This is why every child appearing in the
womb is kidnapped by these occultic driven pirates to be educated.
Without the intellectual property copyrighted (RIGHT OF COPY - the "self", the script of
"self" already preconceived and predetermined for its performance on stage), none of
the scripts of the "Commonwealth Of Australia" fairytale could be performed day in, day
out, from birth certificate of the "self" to the death certificate of the "self" when the
vessel of the "self" has finally been retired, with or without a plaque. The character in
the story of "The System" has passed its use by date.

Everything thing of "The System" has a "self" in the "Commonwealth Of Australia", the
car, the bike, the road, the home, the suburb, the city, the park, the food, the water, the
messiah, the saviour, the holy book, etc, etc, etc,................
All "selfs" in "The System" are re-presenting all the "selfs" of "The System" in one big
cauldron of "Self"-Obsession alphabet soup.
One ring (dream) to rule them all.
One is monotheism, centralisation, capitalism, free-enterprise, socialism, communism,
etc. All are underneath the ONE dream, the ONE MAN, the supreme dictator of them
all. To call forth "Jesus" or "Allah", etc, or any holy book, you can ONLY default to "The
System" of slavery, a prison, to bring them forth and bounce off these scripts of fantasy
by proxy. At all times, before, during and after those who call out "Jesus", "Allah", etc,
remain as slaves in "The System". It's all ONE big picture prison of enslaved MAN
ruled by "self" - Woolworths, Coles, Aldi, Bunnings, Kmart, McDonald's, republican,
democrat, Christian, Muslim, Buddhist, atheist, new ager, scientist, engineer, educator,
lawyer, barrister, judge, Australian, American, Brit, etc, etc,
If only a few read the Love For Life insight work, that will be enough to sense the big
picture and turn the tide of extinction in this life, if the good hearts are willing and
imbuing their vessel.
Waking up, freedom, consciousness, etc, is no longer a battle of "self" for "self", over
"self". "The "self" is no longer on a journey towards freedom, truth, peace, joy,
abundance, consciousness, etc, as this is ALL FAKE too.
It is about a complete withdrawal from all of this "self"-obsession, a letting go, letting go
letting go, a walking away, walking away, walking away to undo all the damage of the
disturbed nature of "self"-obsession that undoes ALL our ties to the ocCULTs, "The
System", IN THIS LIFE.
No MAN can save another MAN from extinction. All we can do is set the living (live in
the dream of undefined Kindom) example and be the mother and father bear to the
cubs so that they see/SENSE the example of undefined MAN who no longer lets the
rule of law dominate in the head because undefined MAN senses the difference
between fantasy and reality, between defined and undefined, between truth and lies,
between domination and freedom and always goes where truth (do no harm) takes
them.

All else will be a landslide all across earth into extinction in this life and all those
Pirates of the Caribbean Johnny Depp look alikes so rife through the alternative,
freedom, consciousness, disclosure, etc, movements will be gone with it.
Disturbed nature is only held in focus between the ears and houses the fake persona.
When you have Kindom between the ears, you are not in Kindom, you, as the "self",
are in a cult of Kindom that has been defined for you when you went shopping in the
supermarket of choice in "The System"...... with trolley in hand...... "Oh, I'll purchase
this Kindom dream from aisle 7 row 4".
Kindom is undefined and is all around.
Kindom is the co-creation and expansion of MAN inspired by the undefined, do no
harm, good heart.
Kindom is not centralised as thoughts of Kindom in your head because that is still the
domination of alphabets thoughts in your head sailing the vessel. The pirates are still at
the helm, each crewman being a digital tower receiving and transmitting definitions of
disturbed nature in a relay of other digital towers that form the crewmen of the pirate
ship that sails the vessel of "The System" on the seas of fantasy that is an undetected
whirlpool sucking everyone into extinction IN THIS LIFE.
The beast of the mark of the beast is the branding of the disturbed nature of the MAN
and the "name" of the disturbed nature is the "Name" of the beast, the "self", working in
the creation of extinction IN THIS LIFE.
A MAN who does not end at the surface of the skin does not have a disturbed nature. It
is only the defined MAN under the "Name" that is defined as ending at the surface of
the skin and where everything that makes up the fake life of the captured vessel ends
at the "NAME" of the centralised MAN, the beast, that is disturbed nature of a shattered
reality where MAN is no longer sensing undefined nature all around as undisturbed
MAN because undisturbed MAN IS the WHOLE of nature, earth, CREATION.
The undefined soul that is God (MAN) created the food forests (so to speak) and not
the other way around. It's in how "you" are dreaming here and now where all the real
power of "your" creation, "your" real life, is being played out. The true path has no one
day, if only, but if we could just...., etc, etc. It's only doubt and uncertainty that keeps us
apart from "our" true power for co-creating paradise as this life, here and now.
If we are not already holding the undefined dream of paradise here and now in present
sense and living and being this dream of MAN'S life, then paradise will never be found

to be experienced in this life no matter where one journeys across Earth forevermore
and no matter how hard one toils for such a dream in this life.. :)
Just keep moving away from them, the lost/fallen, and don't be like them, lost in emotion (trauma/fantasy/illusion/delusion). We are not here to save anyone. We can
only provide the living example and share truths/insights however possible. And we
tend to agree with many that it is quite possible that most will go down with the Titanic
("The System") and never realise they have already gone forevermore. :)
"You will continue to suffer if you have an emotional reaction to everything that is said
to you.
True power is sitting back and observing everything with logic.
If words control you that means everyone else can control you.
Breathe and allow things to pass."
Bruce Lee
https://scontent.fsyd3-1.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.09/46479888_1938375582944152_40132835838787584_n.jpg?_nc_cat=109&_nc_ht=s
content.fsyd3-1.fna&oh=f8f0ff8a463fce635be348d47b557e82&oe=5C6CAC0F
continued here: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10217576351428704
---------------------Paul McIlwraith
We need to come together because that's the easiest and most effective way to tell
everyone the latest lie.
---------------------Arthur Cristian
Unless one has put in the real effort of walking-the-talk or has been provided with the
full support to put the effort in to grasp and fully comprehend the big picture of reality
and be able to naturally hold the big picture of reality in focus, setting the natural
example by doing it, being it, all of their waking life, all the many, tiny details of the
looking good hearted sentiments, continue to act as numerous blind spots that are
voids of unconsciousness (MAN'S disturbed nature) housing the e-go of the fake
persona still driving and dominating the vessel of defined consciousness, freedom,
truth, lifestyles, etc.

The e-go ("self") of the collective egregore (The Hive Mind Of "The System" Collective
Under The Complete Power And Control Of The Queen/King Of All
Drones/Unconsciousness) is still in full control of the helm and demons (e-motionally
energised man-made thought forms) galore will keep rushing in and out of the hive
mind of the e-go as they are called forth by the unconscious, still deeply traumatised
with broken wills and unable to maintain calm control over what is going on in and of
them.
HELL IS ONE SERIOUSLY FUCKED UP IMAGINARY PLACE
The victims still believe the consciousness of the e-go is their consciousness, the living
dream of MAN'S unique, original soul.
They all remain demonically possessed and are completely oblivious to this fact and
they will not be able to handle full-responsibility for everything they think, feel (emotions and all) and do. With "self-obsession", these deeply disturbed natures of MAN
will continue setting up victim mentalities and keep playing out placebo games with
Stockholm syndrome outcomes to justify their victim status.
SELF-FULLING "SELF-OBSESSION" will destroy everything of the Kindom dream
they are holding somewhere buried amongst all the piles of unconsciousness/shit
(sabotage) they still live out of and worship as their God - the e-go continues to reign
supreme.
Everything we are doing in our system lives, driving the cars, operating machinery
around young children, erecting digital towers, sending our children to school, building
toxic dwellings, eating processed food, forming councils and eco-friendly-but-stillsystem-based communities, etc, etc, etc, is all the e-go bringing everything of "The
System" with us into the Kindom dream so that we end up just setting up another
system.
To us, the Kindom MUD-ROOM (THE STEPS OF KINDOM 2005-2006) is critical in its
powerful application to assist in the real healing required for everyone who dreams to
enter Kindom in this life and be able to stay there (so to speak), holding the living
undefined dream of MAN/Kindom) as their undefined soul.
This means
NO DRUGS (social or big pharma)
NO BOOZE
NO CIGARETTES OR SMOKING MARIJUANA

NO KILLING FLESH AND BLOOD CREATURES AND EATING THEIR COOKED
FLESH AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
NO PROCESSED FOOD
ETC
ETC
ETC
If they want to still eat meat, then they hunt and kill the creatures and eat it raw just like
all other predatory animals/creatures do but Kindom is NOT about this.
Coming out of "The System" after intensely practicing the re-presentations of defined
reality, the unconsciousness, instant by instant, this deeply ingrained and robotic
repetition of system lives and lifestyles, habits, interests, etc, will continue to do harm
to reality, to brothers and sisters all-around them, because their "SELF-OBSESSION"
that is the unconsciousness that has become them since early childhood, the e-go,
continues to drive the vessel of a conditioned drone, and be seen heading into ongoing
"STATES OF MAYHEM" in a vast variety of ways.
THEY STILL LOVE THE CHAOS with its controversies, dramas, justifications,
validations, etc, etc...
They are not yet able to hold a BIG-PICTURE of undefined reality and from there,
always be able to naturally sense the intentions of others close to them, and from afar,
and therefore, they will not be conscious of the harm they will keep supporting,
condoning, acquiescing and complying to, the chaos of their devotion to mayhem,
while their e-go is still completely running amok between the ears.
Kindom needs strong men and women who are able to hold the dream of the big
picture of Kindom even as we use "The System" to get out of "The System", watchdogs
who will sense if we are getting complacent and wanting to keep just a little bit of "The
System" which means bringing in ALL of "The System" and who do not have any doubt
about pointing this complacency out and reminding everyone of the focus of Kindom
and do no harm.
From a FB PM - a reply made today.....
You are still in your fucking head where the e-go maintains full control over the helm of
your vessel.

Every time you indulge in the e-go (intellect/mind) you will feed it with your life-energy
which will continue to drain almost all of the life energy your vessel creates and holds
so that you are regularly left with nothing and fall flat on your face (so to speak).
While this goes on you will continue to go against the conscience of the good heart,
and therefore the trauma of eating and drinking and smelling cooked/processed food,
including meat, dairy and drugs (mushrooms psychedelics) ingested or smoked or not,
will continue to hold you to the confusion of the e-go's (dark-side) paradigm where "The
System" and all its demons is still running the helm of your vessel.
Good on you for admitting that you are still in a lot of mess, the confusion, and you will
need to step aside from all of this confusion (disturbed nature) and the obsession with
the indulgence you still have with eating and drinking confusion (disturbed nature) to
make sense of the harm you continue to inflict on the vessel you were gifted to create
and expand an undefined soul.
The food, liquid (and smoke if its happening) supply of disturbed nature feeds ONLY
the e-go and not the living soul of the MAN, and under such intense pushing and
shoving going on, the consciousness of the living soul will continue to be pushed out of
the vessel (set aside) until none of it remains there (so to speak) and in its place, the
void of nothing real there is filled by the imagination of disturbed nature, living off the
fantasies of unconsciousness you still hold which forms the blatant e-go of your
vessel's domination.
You have never experienced the discipline of an uncompromised RAW diet over many
years to really tell the difference here between unconsciousness (disturbed nature
diets) and consciousness (undisturbed nature diets).
From early childhood, you have come from processed food diets of disturbed nature
with heaps of tortured animals and their not meant for your bodies dairy products,
being ingested most weeks of your life so that you remain an addict in service and in
sufferance to the needs and whims of the e-go needing you to continue supplying it
with disturbed nature so that it can survive to maintain power and control over your
vessel.
Hell is a pretty fucked up place (sanitised) and there you are running your fucked-up
ness, the e-go, having sex with a wombMAN who is also lost to serving disturbed
nature. You are probably right in saying, as Anastasia in the Ringing Cedars says, sex
is meant for the creation of children but, with sincerity and love it can be used to
nurture and as a release from the stresses of the hell we are in the same way we still

use some other system comforts to ease the stresses as we work towards letting go
altogether. And watch out for the indulgence OF THERE.
You remain with a broken will.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2036493949975606
The doubt and uncertainty of the e-go still runs rife and is still most powerful.
---------------------Link: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918/2036493949975606

